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ABSTRACT
A single multimedia document model needs to include a wide range of di erent types of information. In particular, information about space and time is essential for determining the spatial and temporal placement of
elements within a presentation. Each information type included in a document model requires its own structuring mechanisms. The language used to express the document model has to be able to encapsulate the
plurality of required structures. While this is a process that can be carried out relatively easily during the initial
design of a language, it is more diÆcult in the case that a particular document language already exists and
extra multimedia characteristics are required. For example, one could consider adding temporal information
to an existing "static" document language. We investigate the underlying problems of superimposing a new
document feature on an existing language and discuss possible strategies for integrating the required extra
information in a modi ed document description language.
1998 ACM Computing Classi cation System: H.5.4, H.5.1, I.7
Keywords and Phrases: multimedia document characteristics, time-based, spatial, text- ow, composition struc-

tures, Web markup languages.
Note: The research reported here has been carried out under the project \Structured Document Languages for
Hypermedia"

1. Introduction

As we gain more understanding about the information types included within complex multimedia
presentations, we are able to build models and tools that allow multimedia document descriptions to
be declarative. A declarative description of a multimedia document allows the exible processing of
documents in ways already long familiar in the text-based document processing community. With
the development of a more mature document processing infrastructure for the World Wide Web
(WWW), multimedia documents are already part of the W3C "language kit" since the introduction
of SMIL [31]. SMIL, while a good example of a multimedia document language that can be processed
and played using Web-compatible tools, is only one particular language. A more useful way to provide
support for multimedia on the Web is to allow the creation of application-speci c multimedia languages
using language "parts" supplied by W3C. (This is equivalent to the current move away from an allencompassing HTML language to allowing users to de ne suites of languages speci ed using XML
and related e orts.)
While developing application-speci c languages in the "text-based" world is a comparatively solved
problem, providing a framework for specifying multimedia languages is more complex and, as yet, a not
completely understood problem. The aim of this article is to show that a multimedia language includes
a number of di erent aspects, such as time and space, and that when multimedia characteristics are
added to existing languages (historically often text-based and static) problems with combining the
existing and additional information are encountered. In this article we explain what these problems
are, and suggest ways of solving them.
In essence, a multimedia document includes information about temporal relationships, spatial information and composition information - for example combining shots into continuous scenes, or scenes
into related groups. These di erent aspects need to be incorporated in a single multimedia document
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model, where each aspect may have its own structure. For example, temporal information can be
recorded as hierarchical information - where groups of elements are played together and groups can be
played one after the other. On the other hand, temporal information may be recorded as individual
constraints between elements. Whatever the chosen structure for the temporal information, it has to
be included, along with structures for other information types, within the document model.
When designing a new document model, the problem that has to be solved is that the document
structures have to be chosen to allow the combination of di erent characteristics within the new
model. This is already a non-trivial problem, since there are likely to be multiple aspects that have
to be incorporated in the model. If, however, a document model already exists and it needs to be
extended with a new characteristic, for example adding temporal information to a text- ow based
model, then the existing structures place restrictions on the ways the temporal information can be
integrated. In the example, the ideal would be to retain the text- ow-based structure and add extra
temporal information to it. This, however, is not a trivial process.
We look at three cases of introducing a new structure to an existing structure. The rst case is where
the additional structure is similar to the existing structure, in which case extra information needs to
be included, but no major structural changes are needed. The second case is where both structures
are di erent, but one is suÆciently simple that it can be attened and the extra information added
to the other structure without losing crucial information. The third case is where both structures are
di erent and complex, in which case some means is needed for full integration of the new structure in
the model.
The structure of the paper is as follows. We rst discuss the ways in which temporal, spatial,
composition and text- ow information can be expressed within a document structure. We then look
at the three cases of combining two di erent structures. In the third, most complex, case we discuss the
options for introducing the new structural information to the existing document model. Throughout
the paper we illustrate our arguments with examples from the W3C set of languages. We end with a
summary and a conclusion.
2. Multimedia versus text-based documents
2.1 Multimedia document characteristics

A multimedia document needs to contain a number of, potentially independent, characteristics. These
are aspects of a multimedia document model [16, 14, 15]. In essence, the di erent types of information
that may be included within a multimedia document are the following:
 content | the video, audio, text or graphics elements that are presented to the viewer;
 style | information a ecting the appearance of content items, such as font styles for text or

background colour;

 linking | speci cation of the beginning and end of links, along with transition information when

traversing the link;

 temporal information | start times and durations of elements;
 spatial information | placement information as to where elements are positioned, and how large

they are;

 composition | grouping of items to manage complexity when dealing with large numbers of

items.

When combining di erent characteristics within a single model, content, style and linking are relatively easy to incorporate on top of any existing document structure. That is, content is generally
contained within a single element in the document and as such has no in uence on the rest of the
document structure. Style and linking information can be contained within a single element, or can be
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Figure 1: Lexical Flow, temporal and spatial layout for multimedia
applied from outside the main document structure. We thus do not include these types of information
in our further discussion.
In this section we explore the ways temporal, spatial and composition can be dealt with in multimedia document models. These types of information tend to be what we call encompassing - that is,
they describe relationships among large numbers of elements in the document, and it is these relationships that constitute the multimedia document structure. Temporal information establishes temporal
relations between document objects, such as that two play simultaneously, or that one plays after
another. Objects can appear next to each other on the screen. General composition groups document
objects together as members of one collection. These relationships are typically independent of the
position of the objects in the lexical ow of the document format, as illustrated in Figure 1.
Encompassing information cannot be represented in the document encoding by assigning descriptive
attributes to individual elements. Encoding such encompassing information would require having
elements refer to each other or having multiple elements be contained in the same parent element.
2.2 Temporal information

The inclusion of temporal information in a document model is the determining characteristic of multimedia. Temporal information itself can be modelled in several di erent ways. For example, timing
information may be relative to a timeline, where each element is given a start time and duration in
absolute terms [24]. In the multimedia literature, more advanced methods of specifying temporal information have been described. These include duration hierarchies [4], constraint-based systems[9, 20],
temporal glue [26, 21] and parallel/sequential hierarchies [1, 26, 31, 30]. A large number of models
manage the complexity of the temporal speci cations by employing a form of hierarchical composition.
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2.3 Spatial information

Visual elements making up a presentation need to be presented on the screen, so that spatial placement information is also essential. Again, spatial information can be expressed in a number of ways.
For example, with respect to a set of window coordinates where each element is given a start position, height, width, and for determining overlapping, a z-index. This can be done directly in the
de nition of each element, or indirectly, which allows multiple elements to reuse the same placement
speci cation. Examples of indirect spatial positioning include CCS2 style sheets [6] and SMIL regions.
More advanced methods can be used where relative spatial positioning is speci ed using hierarchies
of regions. Examples of such methods include the use of channels in CMIF [30], nested vertical and
horizontal boxes in TeX [22], and the widget hierarchies found in many GUI toolkits [23, 25].
2.4 Composition

While the temporal or spatial structures mentioned above can be used for grouping and structuring
the media items in a multimedia document, in practice it is often convenient to be able to group
media items independently from the temporal and spatial layout. For example, de nitions of words
can be grouped together in a glossary, where nothing is speci ed beforehand about when or where the
de nitions will appear; items in a video library can be grouped by theme.
2.5 Text-based document characteristics

Text-based documents historically contain structuring information on top of the underlying linear textow. The structuring information can describe the appearance of the document or can be based on a
more abstract decomposition, such as a chapter/section hierarchy. In the latter case, the information
contained in the document needs to be processed at some later point in order to display the document
to the reader. This requires the layout information to be speci ed as part of the process. In early
systems this information tended to be embedded in the formatting software, whereas more recent
approaches use style sheets.
Text-based documents are intrinsically linear, and the only constraint for displaying them on a
two-dimensional page or screen is that the reader should be able to reconstruct the linear ordering.
For example, in Indo-European languages the reader assumes the linear ow is left to right and top
to bottom, see Figure 2. As long as the layout produced by the formatting software conforms to the
conventions then the details are a matter of aesthetics and the meaning of a document remains the
same regardless of, e.g., the column width or the font size.
When we compare text-based document characteristics with those for multimedia, then current textbased document models tend not to address temporal issues. Spatial issues are addressed by visual
markup and page description languages, such as PostScript[3], PDF [2] and style sheet languages such
as CSS [6], XSL [10] and DSSSL [18]. Composition independent of the spatial layout is supported by
generic markup languages such as XML [8] and SGML [17]. Current multimedia document models,
however, tend not to provide support for text- ow other than within a single text media item.
3. Combinations of document characteristics

When developing a new document model that needs to support both text- ow and multimedia-speci c
features then the task is to ensure that all aspects are included and well integrated with one another.
While this is by no means a trivial task, it is even more diÆcult to take an existing document model
and add a new feature to it. This is because certain trade-o s have already been made to combine
the set of original features included in the model, and these trade-o s may be inappropriate for the
addition of a new feature. Additional problems arise when the document model has to be encoded in a
document markup language. These problems are discussed in the following section. In the remainder
of this section we investigate the problems of combining document characteristics in a single document
model. When adding the information structure associated with a new document feature to an existing
document model, then three cases can be distinguished.
In the rst case, the new structure is similar to one of the existing information structures. In this
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Figure 2: Lexical ow and spatial layout for text
case, the new information needed can be included within one of the already existing structures. For
example, in the case of markup languages if the new structure matches the main document hierarchy,
then information corresponding to the new structure can be included as attributes of the elements in
the main document hierarchy.
In the second case, the new structure does not match any of the existing information structures, but
the information contained in the structure can be attened and incorporated within one of the existing
structures. For example, when adding a temporal structure to a text- ow model the information can
be attened (e.g. by deriving absolute begin and end times from the temporal structure) and then
added to the elements in the text- ow.
In the third case, the new structure does not match any of the existing information structures and
the information contained in the structure cannot be attened without losing essential information.
In the example above, all the information about relative timing that could have been speci ed in
a constraint-based or hierarchical temporal structure is lost. To prevent this problem, we need to
fully integrate the new structure into the existing document model. For example, to truly integrate
complex temporal information within text- ow based markup, we need to wholly incorporate the
temporal constraints or hierarchical temporal structures with the text- ow document markup.
In this last case, there are a number of ways of combining the di erent structures. In the next
section we discuss how document characteristics are expressed in current markup languages on the
Web.
4. Expressing document characteristics in markup languages on the Web

Historically, markup languages have been the standard way of encoding text-based document models.
On the Web, the standard markup language has, until now, been HTML [27]. With the emergence
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of XML on the Web, markup is also becoming more and more common for non-textual information,
such as SMIL for multimedia [31] and Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) for graphics [13]. All of these
markup languages use a single hierarchical structure to encode their documents. In practice, most of
these markup languages use this hierarchy to encode one of the document characteristics mentioned
above. The choice of characteristic normally re ects what is considered to be the most important
characteristic of the document model. For instance, in SMIL the main hierarchy is temporal based
and in HTML it is text- ow based. Other characteristics of the document also need to be encoded,
and current languages on the Web use three methods to do this: adding new elements and attributes
to the main hierarchy, adding information to the head, attaching information by using style sheets.
These other document characteristics can be expressed by specifying additional attributes and elements and embedding these within the main document hierarchy. For example, in HTML, link
information is embedded within the main document hierarchy by using the a element. The advantage
of this approach is that the information can directly be associated with the appropriate elements
without using additional pointer mechanisms. A drawback, however, is that the various document
characteristics have to share the same document structure. For example, grouping in HTML can
be speci ed by using div or span elements, but this method does not allow hierarchical composition
orthogonal to the main document hierarchy. Another drawback is that additional document characteristics can be neither maintained without modifying the document itself nor shared across multiple
documents. For example, in HTML one cannot add outgoing links without modifying the document
itself.
A second method is to add additional information in a secondary hierarchy outside the main document hierarchy, typically within the head section of a document. This method is currently used,
for example, to add meta-data and, in SMIL, to de ne the spatial characteristics of the presentation.
The advantages are that the additional document characteristics can be hierarchically structured, and
de ned orthogonally to the main document hierarchy. A disadvantage is that both structures need to
refer to the same information, for example, elements in the head need to point to elements in the main
document hierarchy, or vice versa. If elements already have a unique ID, XML's built-in reference
mechanisms can be used (ID /IDREF), otherwise more exible addressing mechanisms are required,
such as those provided by XPointer [11].
A third method is to de ne additional information externally to the document. This method is
currently primarily used for the speci cation of style and spatial layout information. Advantages are
that this information can be maintained without modifying the document itself and can be shared
across multiple documents. A disadvantage is the same as the previous case, in that some means is
needed of referring to the elements in the document. For example, in CSS [6], this is carried out using
selectors. Note that elements in the document cannot refer to information contained in the style sheet.
Existing Web languages express one or more document characteristics in the main document hierarchy and by using one or more of the three methods described above. When designing a new language,
the trade-o s are made as to which characteristics are expressed using which method. In the next
section we investigate the problem of adding new characteristics to existing languages.
4.1 Combining multiple structures within web-based documents

All of the multimedia and text-based document characteristics described earlier in the paper can be
found in di erent existing markup languages on the Web, although none currently fully supports all
characteristics. In Table 1 we summarize the document characteristics of a number of existing web
languages and the way these are represented within the document format.
HTML's main document hierarchy represents the text- ow; temporal characteristics are not supported; spatial positioning overriding the default layout derived from the text- ow can be speci ed
by CSS, external to the main hierarchy; composition is partially supported by allowing grouping of
elements using the class attribute, and by inserting div elements within the constraints of the main
hierarchy. Hierarchical composition that is orthogonal to the main document hierarchy is not supported in HTML. SMIL's main document hierarchy represents the hierarchical temporal structure;
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Time
Space (2D)
Composition
Text- ow

HTML

SMIL

SVG

HTML+TIME

None

Primary Hierarchy

None

Attributes

External (CSS)

Secondary hierarchy

Attributes

External (CSS)

None

Primary Hierachy

Weak (div/class)
Primary hierarchy

None

External (textflow)

Weak (div/class)
Primary hierarchy

Table 1: Characteristics of Document Languages on the Web
spatial positioning is determined using region elements de ned in the head of the document, external
to the main document hierarchy; composition, other than spatial and temporal, cannot be expressed;
text- ow based composition is also not possible. SVG's main document hierarchy represents the composition structure of the graphical elements, which is typically independent of the spatial structure;
temporal information is currently supported using attributes; spatial information is speci ed using
element attributes. Text- ow composition is discussed in the section titled Combining document characteristics in SVG. HTML+TIME [29] is a Note to W3C that proposes an extension to HTML by
adding temporal attributes to elements in the main document hierarchy. This functionality is also
supported by the SMIL 2.0 Working Draft [5].
While each of these languages encodes a number of di erent document characteristics, there is a
need to combine, for example, temporal information within text- ow and graphics based languages.
Rather than producing ad hoc solutions for each combination of characteristics, we discuss a number
of problems with and generic solutions for integrating multiple characteristics in a single document
language.
4.2 Adding a new document characteristic to an existing document language

Above, we describe ways of combining multiple document characteristics in a document language.
When adding a new document characteristic to an existing document language, integration at multiple levels has to be considered. First, the new characteristic needs to be integrated within the
document model. On this level, three options - similar, attened and full integration - are discussed
in Combinations of document characteristics. Second, the new characteristic needs to be integrated
on the level of the existing document language. Again there are three options: integration within
the main document hierarchy, integration in the document but separate from the main hierarchy and
integration external to the document, as discussed in Expressing document characteristics in markup
languages on the Web. Finally, the document model and language should not be seen in isolation from
the rest of the document processing environment - other models and languages, such as the rendering
model, style sheet language and transport protocol, need to be considered. In this section we discuss
the problems related to encoding a new document characteristic in an existing document language
where the integration has already been carried out at the model level.
When integrating information within the document by adding attributes or elements, it should be
clear which of these have been introduced. There may also be problems with clashes between the
new and existing names. In both cases, these problems can be avoided by using an XML Namespace
pre x [7]. The advantages of this approach is that it has a minimal impact on the existing document
language, and allows for a certain level of backward compatibility because Web browsers usually
ignore unknown attributes and elements. This approach does not guarantee full compatibility, because
browsers do not ignore the contents of new elements. Another minor drawback is that the extensions
further complicate the existing document language.
When integrating information within the document by encoding it separately from the main document hierarchy, a suÆciently powerful addressing mechanism is needed to point to the same information in both structures. For example, in style sheets the style rules use the selector mechanism to
identify the portions of the document to which the rule applies. In SMIL, media object elements refer
to their layout region using a standard XML ID /IDREF construct. In SVG, graphic elements can
be reused by referring to their de nitions by using links conforming to XLink [11]. A general way of
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<html>
<body>
<h1>Heading A</h1>
<ol>
<li t:begin="3s">Point A1</li>
<li t:begin="6s">Point A2</li>
</ol>
</body>
</html>

Figure 3: Embedding a attened timeline within the text- ow using HTML+TIME
identifying portions of an XML document is provided by XPointer [12].
Below, we describe examples that are interesting from a multimedia perspective: adding time to
HTML, and integrating document characteristics within SVG.
Adding a temporal model to HTML can be useful for the declarative specication of temporal behavior of text- ow based applications, such as synchronized slide shows, or the
scheduling of short text messages to mobile phones. On the document model level, one needs to determine which of the cases in Combinations of document characteristics are appropriate for a particular
application. One has to determine whether the temporal structure is similar to the already-existing
text- ow structure, suÆciently simple to be attened, or requires full integration. Given this, one
needs to determine which of the three methods discussed in Expressing document characteristics in
markup languages on the Web will be used to integrate the new structure at the document markup
level. One can choose to add new, time-oriented elements and attributes to the main HTML document
hierarchy, encode the temporal structure in the head of the HTML document, or encode the temporal
structure in an external le. In the following, we discuss an example for each of these methods. The
example is based on a simple application with one or two lists, each with a header and two bullet
points. The timing of the elements varies in the examples.
First we discuss an example approach that uses the rst method, that is adding attributes and
elements to the main document hierarchy. When the temporal structure can be attened, it can be
expressed by begin and end times as attributes on existing elements. When the temporal structure is
similar to the structure of the text- ow, it can be expressed by introducing new elements to embed a
temporal sequential/parallel hierarchy within the text- ow hierarchy. These are the two approaches
taken by HTML+TIME [29], where the temporal model is based on a timeline combined with an
event model. Figure 3 shows how a simple temporal structure, which is attened to a set of begin
times, is expressed in HTML+TIME using the begin attribute. The list heading appears at time
zero, the default, and is followed by the rst bullet points at time three seconds and the second at
time six seconds. Note the use of an XML Namespace pre x (in this case t:) that discriminates the
temporal markup from the standard HTML markup. If the temporal model were more complex, for
example by using the nested par and seq structures of SMIL, then the composition structure would
need to be integrated in some other way. Introducing par or seqbehavior directly within the HTML
document makes sense when the text ow structure is similar to the temporal structure. This is the
case in Figure 4, where elements can be grouped in a single composite that functions both as the body
element in the text- ow and as a par in the temporal structure.
As an alternative for integrating the temporal hierarchy within the text- ow, the temporal information can be expressed externally to the document using a style sheet. This is the approach taken
by bHTML [32], a variant of HTML designed for broadcast applications. Figure 5 illustrates this
by adding SMIL-based temporal style properties to CSS. The example extends the previous example
by adding an extra bulleted list to the document. Note that the temporal ordering of the elements
does not match their lexical ordering in the text- ow. Since CSS is only able to de ne properties of
Adding time to HTML
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<html>
<body t:par="true" id="TL1" t:dur="10">
<h1>Heading A</h1>
<ol>
<li t:begin="3s">Point A1</li>
<li t:begin="6s">Point A2</li>
</ol>
</body>
</html>

Figure 4: Embedding a temporal hierarchy within the text- ow using HTML+TIME
File stylesheet.css:
body { synctype: par; dur: 10s}
.first { begin: 3s }
.second { begin: 6s }

HTML le:
<html>
<head>
<link rel="stylesheet" type="text/x-css"
href="stylesheet.css" />
</head>
<body>
<h1>Heading A</h1>
<ol>
<li class="first">Point A1</li>
<li class="second">Point A2</li></ol>
<h1>Heading B</h1>
<ol>
<li class="first">Point B1</li>
<li class="second">Point B2</li></ol>
</body>

Figure 5: Temporal information in style sheet
elements in the existing document structure, it cannot be used to de ne new hierarchical structures
orthogonal to the document hierarchy.
The examples above work only where the temporal hierarchy can be attened, or can be embedded
within the existing text- ow hierarchy. In general this is not the case, so that for applications where
the text- ow and temporal structures are orthogonal the approaches discussed above cannot be used.
A potential solution is to describe the temporal information in a separate hierarchy and to include it
in the head of the HTML document. For example, in Figure 6, the body speci es the same elements
as in the previous example, with the same intended behavior, only in this case the temporal structure
is fully preserved. That is, not only is the text- ow composition of the bulleted lists explicit, but
also the temporal composition, which groups together the elements that are played simultaneously.
The temporal hierarchy is contained within the head of the HTML document (the s: pre x is used
to indicate elements from the SMIL namespace), orthogonal to the text- ow hierarchy speci ed in
the body. Note that this is not possible in HTML+TIME, where the temporal markup is attached
directly to the main document hierarchy.
Even when the temporal information has been combined within the HTML document there is no
guarantee that a browser will be able to play the result. Not only the document model and document
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<html>
<head>
<s:par xmlns:s="http://www.w3.org/TR/REC-smil"
dur="10s">
<s:par>
<s:ref s:href="#HA" />
<s:ref s:href="#HB" /></s:par>
<s:par begin="3s">
<s:ref s:href="#PA1"/>
<s:ref s:href="#PB1"/></s:par>
<s:par begin="6s">
<s:ref s:href="#PA2"/>
<s:ref s:href="#PB2"/></s:par>
</s:par>
</head>
<body>
<h1 id="HA">Heading A</h1>
<ol>
<li id="PA1">Point A1</li>
<li id="PA2">Point A2</li></ol>
<h1 id="HB">Heading B</h1>
<ol>
<li id="PB1">Point B1</li>
<li id="PB2">Point B2</li></ol>
</body>
</html>

Figure 6: Combining two orthogonal hierarchies
language need to understand the semantics of time, but the processing software needs to as well. Since
HTML is text- ow based, some convention has to be established as to how multiple text- ow elements
are displayed together when one or more of them are added to the display or removed from it. For
example, is screen space reserved for every element that will appear, so that when it is time to display
it is presented in the reserved space, or is the complete text- ow redrawn each time an element is
added or removed? (The latter is the solution presented in earlier work [28]).
Scalable vector graphics (SVG [13]) is currently being
developed by W3C to allow the speci cation of vector-based graphics within Web document formats.
The main document hierarchy of the language is based on general composition - that is, it provides
grouping without prede ned semantics. Spatial characteristics of graphic elements are typically de ned
using attributes on the elements themselves. We discuss the integration of two other document
characteristics, namely, text- ow and time.
SVG includes text elements, which are positioned in a manner similar to graphic elements. To
support selections of multiple text elements, an ordering needs to be speci ed. The ordering, in
fact the text- ow, is orthogonal to the spatial positioning of the elements, and as such needs to be
speci ed independently. Support for text- ow, included in an earlier working draft [19], is illustrated
in Figure 7. The example de nes four text elements (T1 -T4) which are positioned on the screen using
x,y coordinates, as illustrated in the upper part of the gure. The text- ow order of the elements is
de ned by the two text ow elements - that is, T1 and T3 belong to the rst text ow, T2 and T4 to
the second. Note that in SVG, all elements de ned within a defs element are processed as de nitions,
so the text ow elements themselves are not directly drawn on the screen. This example also illustrates
the need for a pointing mechanism, here the text and text ow elements point to each other using links
which are based on the XLink draft [11].
Combining temporal behavior with structured graphics provides animation. When a temporal

Combining document characteristics in SVG
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123

ABC

456

DEF

<defs>
<textflow>
<tref href="#T1"/><tref href="#T3"/>
</textflow>
<textflow>
<tref href="#T2"/><tref href="#T4"/>
</textflow>
</defs>
<textblock id="T1"><text x="100" y="100">123</text></textblock>
<textblock id="T2"><text x="100" y="200">ABC</text></textblock>
<textblock id="T3"><text x="150" y="100">456</text></textblock>
<textblock id="T4"><text x="150" y="200">DEF</text></textblock>

Figure 7: Text- ow composition in SVG [19]
model is applied to vector graphics there are two main issues: turning the display of vector graphics
on and o over time, and the changing the visual properties of elements over time. The latter is
addressed in SMIL Animation [5]. The former case, adding temporal behavior to SVG, is relatively
straightforward, since the spatial layout is independent of the text- ow. In particular, the advantage
is that an SVG browser will not need to re-render the text- ow depending on which text items are
to be displayed at any particular moment in time, whereas this is the case in HTML. A language
developer is free to choose how to combine the temporal information at both the modeling level similar structures, attened and full integration - and at the language level - embedding within the
main hierarchy, adding a secondary hierarchy to the document or as a speci cation external to the
document. Examples of the di erent approaches to adding temporal markup to SVG are similar to
those given in the previous sub-section on HTML.
Note that SVG graphics are expected to be incorporated in other Web documents, including HTML,
SMIL and other XML languages. This means that not only does time have to be incorporated in SVG
itself, but that the language environment in which the SVG graphics are embedded needs to be able
to handle time. For instance, in HTML where long documents cannot be completely displayed in the
window, changes may take place over time that cannot be perceived by the reader. The browser may
incorporate some automatic scrolling mechanism, but even this may not be suÆcient where multiple
parts of the document change simultaneously. For example, the window may currently display the
middle of an HTML document, while SVG graphic objects are simultaneously being scheduled at the
beginning and end of the document.
5. Summary and Conclusion

We have discussed four encompassing characteristics of multimedia documents, namely time, space,
text- ow and composition structures. We discriminate three cases of integrating two or more of these
within a single document model, namely integrating two similar structures, integrating structures
where one can be attened without losing essential information, and then the case of full integration
of two orthogonal structures. On the Web, the resulting document model needs to be encoded in
an XML document markup language. XML basically provides (embedded) hierarchical markup plus
optional inline text content but is, with respect to the four multimedia characteristics, free of document
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semantics. In order to be useful in a multimedia environment, some means of de ning document
semantics is needed. On the Web, three methods are currently in use:
 semantics are de ned in the speci cation of a particular document language, such as HTML 4.0

and SMIL 1.0,

 semantics are de ned in the speci cation of a language module, such as XLink and SVG, which

can be used in other languages,

 semantics are de ned in the speci cation of an external language, such as CSS, which can be

used to superimpose semantics on any XML document language.

Recent developments on the Web indicate a move away from the rst method to the more exible
second and third methods. For the second method, we need some means of integrating the di erent
modules that are to be combined together in a single XML document language. The main document
hierarchy of an XML document language is traditionally based on what is considered to be the
most important document characteristic in the application domain. We described three methods
for encoding other document characteristics within a single language, namely adding attributes and
elements within the main document hierarchy, incorporating the extra information in a secondary
hierarchy, for instance in the document head, or specifying the extra information externally to the
document, for example in a style sheet.
Finally, it is not suÆcient to integrate document characteristics on the document model and language levels, but the rest of the document processing environment also needs to be considered. For
example, in whatever way time is integrated into a document model or document language, the full
browser environment, including the browser's rendering model and style sheet model, needs to support
scheduling and synchronization.
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